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Abstract: This study investigates the main climatological features of extreme precipitation (TCER) induced by tropical cyclones (TCs) affecting Guangxi (GX), South China using multiple datasets and a 99th percentile threshold during 1981–2020, with an emphasis on the rainfall diversities of different high-impact TC groups and their associated mechanisms. Results show that there are large regional differences and a seasonal imbalance in the climatological features of TCER in GX. In summer (fall), TCs with TCER events primarily move northward or eastward (northwestward or westward), namely, S-NWTCs and S-ETCs (F-WTCs and F-NWTCs). The rainfall centers exhibit asymmetrical features with S-NWTCs and F-NWTCs located in the northeast quadrant, but S-ETCs and F-WTCs in the southwest and northeast quadrants, respectively. Comparisons of atmospheric circulations and environmental factors indicate that the intense rainfall of F-WTCs is mainly attributed to the trough–TC interaction, which is accompanied by stronger upper-level westerly jet and cold air intrusion, thus increasing baroclinic energy and uplifting for the strongest rainfall among these four groups. This interaction is absent for other groups due to a greater South Asian high and western North Pacific subtropical high. Instead, the increased rainfall in S-NWTCs and F-NWTCs can mainly be attributed to the stronger low-level southwesterly jet, which, in combination with low-level warm advection and convergence induced by land–sea friction, promotes the release of latent heat through moisture condensation. S-ETCs differ from S-NWTCs and F-NWTCs in that moisture convergence is weaker due to the much-weakened TC circulation.
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1. Introduction

Landfalling tropical cyclones (TCs) tend to generate extreme rainfall, which usually leads to widespread floods and other secondary disasters such as landslides, causing enormous economic loss, including damage to properties and loss of lives in coastal areas [1,2]. For example, Typhoon Nina (1975) generated a record-breaking daily rainfall of 1062 mm in Henan province, China, which resulted in over 26,000 casualties and economic losses exceeding 10 billion Chinese yuan [3,4]. Similarly, Hurricane Harvey (2017) produced over 1000 mm of 5-day accumulated rainfall in a vast region of Texas, United States, resulting in 70 deaths and economic losses of 125 billion dollars [5,6]. More recently, Super Typhoon Lekima (2019) triggered a seven-day-long torrential rain in southeast China, causing 56 fatalities and economic losses of approximately 52 billion Chinese yuan [7]. Additionally, Khouakhi et al. [8] emphasized that TCs cause 35–50% of extreme rainfall in global regions. Therefore, knowledge of the extreme rainfall characteristics associated
with landfalling TCs and their related mechanisms along coastal regions is crucial for both operational forecasting and disaster prevention.

TC-induced extreme rainfall (TCER) characteristics have been extensively studied in many regions, such as the southeastern United States [9,10], China and its specific regions [11–15], Australia [16], and the northern Philippines [17]. Among them, China is particularly vulnerable to TCs, and the changes in the spatial distributions and variabilities of TCER events over China have received considerable attention. Previous studies demonstrated that the TCER trend is obviously different in the Chinese mainland and Taiwan, with TCs accounting for 75–77% of the extreme hourly rainfall in Taiwan [11]. Likewise, in the coastal areas of southeastern China, TCER accounts for 40–50% of the total extreme precipitation, and the high-frequency and large TCER events (daily rainfall $\geq 100$ mm) are concentrated in the coastline regions and decrease inland [12,15]. Li and Zhao (2022) [13] further revealed that TCER is distinct from the TC precipitation, with a concentrated distribution on the northeastern side of the TC center. H. Liu et al. (2022) [18] recently analyzed the characteristics of TC-induced extreme hourly precipitation over China and found that TCs with high extreme hourly precipitation make greater contributions to the total TC-induced extreme hourly precipitation over eastern and northeastern China, while TCs with low extreme hourly precipitation make a greater contribution over southern and southwestern China. These previous studies have provided a comprehensive understanding of TCER climatological characteristics in China overall and in specific regions (such as southeastern China). However, the specific spatiotemporal patterns of TCER events in South China remain unclear and require further investigation.

Many studies have shown that TC-induced rainfall is a result of the complex effects of TC intensity, TC motion, ambient vertical wind shear (VWS) and the underlying surface, and the complex interactions between TC and multi-scale atmospheric circulations [1,19,20]. Several studies have revealed that TC intensity and motion greatly influence the distributions and variabilities of TC-induced rainfall [21,22]. Slow-moving TCs are more conducive to producing TCER occurrences by prolonging their impact period [20,23–27]. Meanwhile, an average maximum of TC-induced rainfall is in the front quadrant but varies with TC intensity [22]. While stronger TCs often have larger axisymmetric total rain and a larger rain area than weaker TCs, stronger TCs occasionally have greater maximum rain rates for TCER [28]. Numerous studies have recently highlighted the importance of VWS in TC-related rainfall asymmetry [3,21,28–34]. S. S. Chen (2006) [29] identified that considerable VWS ($>5$ m s$^{-1}$ in their study) dominates rainfall asymmetry. A further study by Wen et al. (2019) [35] also found that VWS is the key factor governing the TC rainfall asymmetry at landfall in Guangdong Province (GD), South China.

In addition to the VWS, some research stressed the importance of the underlying surface in TC-induced rainfall enhancement [12,18,19,36]. Coastal rainfall caused by TCs is primarily a result of the weakening wind over land that has a larger drag coefficient than the sea surface, which enhances lower-level convergence on the inland side at landfall [37]. Rainfall is thus enhanced on the windward side of mountains due to the enhanced convergence and topographic lifting [38,39]. Recent studies have discovered that TCER is mainly due to the combined uplifting and blocking effects of the topography and TCs tracks [12,36].

Moreover, the TC-induced precipitation patterns are also influenced by their interactions with environmental systems, such as the summer monsoon, water vapor transport, strong upper-level divergence, and the injection of cold air [1,40,41]. Among them, strong summer monsoons feed TC with sufficient moisture and unstable energy, substantially strengthening the convergence towards the TC center and triggering continuous rainfall [1,41,42]. Recently, Cai et al. (2023) [20] emphasized the key role played by a pronouncedly enhanced low-level jet before and during landfall, which leads to continuous precipitation. Additionally, in a study of rainfall reinforcement related to landfalling TCs in China, Dong et al. (2010) [1] noted that the interaction between a TC and a westerly trough or monsoon surge could result in the TC gaining baroclinic potential energy or latent heat,
which in turn reinforces rainfall. However, fewer studies particularly address the causes of TCER events at different seasons, especially those occurring in South China, and this deserves further research.

Guangxi (GX) province, which is situated in the western region of southern China, with a coastline of 1628 km, and a population of over 50 million [43], frequently experiences TC damage, which is a substantial obstacle to economic and social growth. GX also is one of the three provinces in China with the highest average yearly economic loss as a result of TCs, which represent a significant threat to the inhabitants and economy of the area [43,44]. For instance, Super Typhoon Rammasun (2014) created severe disasters that at least 3.4 million people were affected by and resulted in an economic loss of more than 1.7 billion yuan in GX, with a maximum daily rainfall of 303.6 mm [43,45]. Fewer studies have examined the typical features of TCER occurrences in GX, despite earlier studies looking into TC-induced rainfall asymmetry in South China [20,28,32,33,35]. Research on TCER episodes in the fall, which can also result in catastrophic disasters, is particularly lacking [20,46,47]. Therefore, this study aims to fill this gap by analyzing long-term climatology and potential influencing factors linked to TCER events that affect GX, with different tracks in different seasons. The results of this study can help predictions of such disasters and serve as an outline for in-depth planning and risk mitigation in the area.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The data and methods are described in Section 2; the rainfall characteristics of TCER events and the rainfall differences for different high-impact TC groups by different tracks and seasons as well as different related factors will be illustrated and discussed in Section 3; Section 4 further examines possible physical mechanisms modulating the TCER events in the summer and the fall, respectively; Section 5 presents a summary and some further discussions, including a conceptual framework.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. Data

The study uses gauge-based daily precipitation data provided by the China Meteorological Data Service Center with a total of 197 Chinese observational stations (the stations in South China, including Guangxi and Guangdong provinces and Hainan Island, are included in this research for getting better knowledge about the spatial distributions of TCER events, the locations of which are indicated in Figure 1) during 1981–2020. Daily precipitation is defined as the total amount of rainfall that falls between 1200 UTC on the day before and 1200 UTC on the current day. The best-track data for the same period is extracted from the Shanghai Typhoon Institute of the China Meteorological Administration (STI/CMA) [44,48], including the location of the TC center and the 2-min mean maximum sustained wind (MSW) at 10-m height near the TC center with an interval of 6 h. The 6-hourly atmospheric reanalysis data, including the geopotential height, zonal wind, meridional wind, vertical velocity, temperature, and specific humidity, are obtained from the fifth version of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) reanalysis model (ERA5) [49] with a 1° × 1° interpolated grid spacing.

2.2. Methods

This study includes both side-swiping TCs and landfalling TCs during 1981–2020 as affecting TCs in GX due to their potential to cause intense rainfall in the region. This classification is based on an official local standard for defining TCs affecting and landfalling in GX, which can be seen on the Guangxi Standards Information in Operation Service website (https://dbba.sacinfo.org.cn/stdDetail/4d8d346db9311499f4c3cd7758ca6c04265f55daf0a493140a1f4a8482c17ca, accessed on 8 July 2023). Only TCs named by meteorological agencies are considered, and a total of 149 TCs affecting GX, which mainly occurred in the summer (98 TCs, tracks shown in Figure 1b) and autumn (54 TCs, Figure 1c) over the period from 1981 to 2020 are recorded. These TCs move at high frequency in three main directions, including northwestward, westward, and eastward (shown in blue, black, and red in Figure 1b,c, respectively), and their definitions are based on the operational
forecast guideline in South China. Westward tracks refer to the landing/affecting locations west or south of Zhanjiang City; northwestward tracks relate to the landfall positions from Zhanjiang City to west of the Pearl River Estuary; and southwestward tracks denote the landing locations east of the Pearl River Estuary [50]. These TCs with different tracks can lead to various rainfall distributions in GX [20]. The numbers and intensities of TCs affecting GX in summer and autumn with different tracks are shown in Table 1, which indicates that NWTCs occur most frequently in the summer with TCER events, while in autumn, WTCs appear most frequently with a stronger average TC intensity.

Figure 1. (a) Topography (shaded, units: m) and locations of Chinese weather stations (black dots). The names of related provinces have been labeled in red. The tracks of TCs affecting Guangxi (GX) are shown in (b) for the summer and (c) for autumn during 1981–2020, with blue, black, and red lines representing the TCs moving northwestward (NWTCs), westward (WTCs), and eastward (ETCs), respectively. The solid lines denote the tropical cyclone (TC) with extreme rainfall (TCER).

Table 1. The basis characteristics of TCs affecting GX in summer and autumn during 1981–2020.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Season</th>
<th>Track</th>
<th>Numbers of TCs</th>
<th>Numbers of TCs with TCER Events</th>
<th>Average Intensity for TCs with TCER Events on the Maximum TCER day (m s⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Summer</td>
<td>NWTCs</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>18.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WTCs</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>21.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ETCs</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>NWTCs</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WTCs</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>22.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ETCs</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to the complex and varied topography in GX, precipitation exhibits a wide range of distributions across regions. To obtain a statistically significant number of TCER samples, this study utilizes the percentile-threshold method [13,18,27], which involves ranking the daily precipitation (≥0.1 mm) by precipitation intensity over a 30-year period (1991–2020) and selecting the precipitation intensity at the 99th percentile as the extreme threshold for each station (Figure 2a). To characterize TC-induced rainfall, this study uses a similar approach to that of Cai et al. (2023) [20]. Specifically, daily precipitation at a given station within a 500-km radius of the TC center on that day is used to detect a TCER event, which is identified when the daily rainfall caused by a TC exceeds a threshold at a single rain gauge station on that day. The maximum TCER day (TCMDR day) for each TC is defined as the day on which it produces its most significant TCER event. It is possible for TCER events to occur at multiple stations or on multiple days.
3. Characteristics of TCER Events in GX

3.1. Climatological Characteristics of TCER Events in GX

Threshold values used to identify the TCER events (Figure 2a) vary significantly across the study area, with coastal regions and northeastern regions having higher values exceeding the heavy rainstorm threshold of 100 mm d\(^{-1}\), while most other regions only reach the rainstorm threshold of 50 mm d\(^{-1}\). The Dongxing station in coastal regions records the maximum TCER threshold of 166.9 mm, while the Longlin station in northwest GX records the lowest at 67.52 mm. With these thresholds, the frequency (Figure 2b) of TCER events exceeds 17 days in the southern regions and generally declines inland. The Shangsi Station (the red point in Figure 2b) has the highest frequency (i.e., 34 days) of TCER events, which is located near the coastline and mountains (terrains seen in Figure 2d). However, the absence of TCER events is found in some parts of northern GX, which is partly related to the high extreme precipitation threshold in this area.

The average rainfall intensity and the historical maximum of TCER events (Figure 2c,d) exhibit a similar geographic pattern to that of 99th-percentile threshold (Figure 2a), while the highest intensities (238.26 mm d\(^{-1}\)) occur along the coastline of GX and rapidly decrease to about 80–90 mm d\(^{-1}\) over the northwestern inland regions, except for some scattered high-value stations in the northern part of GX. In addition, the maximum daily precipitation (TCMDR) greater than 250 mm d\(^{-1}\) is mainly distributed in the southern coastal...
stations of GX, with the maximum TCMDR occurring on 24 July 1981 at Beihai station (509.2 mm d$^{-1}$), which was influenced by TC Maury (No. 198108).

This study also addresses the frequency of TCER events in each TC (Figure 3a). Statistically, there are 734 single-station TCER records from 1981 to 2020 triggered by a total of 77 TCs affecting GX, accounting for 51.7% of the total affecting TCs, with TC Haiyan (No. 201334) having the highest number of TCER events. On average, there are 9.5 TCER events per TC, and 31 TCs caused more than 10 TCER events over land during their lifecycle, while only 24 TCs resulted in more than 10 TCER events on their TCMDR days (listed in Table 2). Two TCs caused more than 30 extreme rainfall events, which accounts for more than 33.0% of total stations in GX, whereas only one TC caused more than 30 extreme rainfall events on its TCMDR day. Figure 3b further shows the frequency distribution of TCER events at different daily rainfall intensities. The frequency of TCER events reaches its highest value at the daily rainfall intensities of 80–90 mm and drops markedly as the daily rainfall increases. Additionally, 499 (68.0%) TCER events generate the daily rainfall exceeding the heavy rainstorm threshold, with 31 events reaching the extreme rainstorm threshold (250 mm d$^{-1}$), which could cause severe disasters and require further study.

![Figure 3.](image)

- (a) Frequency and percentage of stations exceeding extreme thresholds for the life cycle (green bars) and on the maximum TCER day (TCMDR; orange bars) in a single TC.
- (b) Histograms of the frequency distribution of TCER events.
- (c) Monthly variations of TCER frequency.
- (d) The time-intensity distribution (green dots), its interannual variation of the average intensity (black line) and frequency (red solid line), and its linear trend (red dashed line) of TCER events.
- (e) Locations of TCER for each type of track relative to the TC centers in GX, with the numbers of each type of track showing in the southeast corner.
- (f) The same as (e) but showing the rainfall intensity of TCER instead of tracks classifications, with the numbers of each quadrant showing in the northeast corner.

The coordinate origin in (e,f) represents the average location of the TC center. The dashed circles denote the 1°, 3°, and 5° radial distance from the TC center (no more repeats in other Figures).
Table 2. The top 24 TCs associated with the largest number of extreme rainfall (TCER) stations on the maximum rainfall day (TCMDR) in GX from 1981 to 2019. The word “F-WTC” means the TC occurs in the fall with a westward track, and “S-NWTC” means the TC occurs in the summer with a northwestward track, and so on. Chosen cases are marked in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Numbers of TCER Events on the TCMDR Day</th>
<th>Numbers of TCER Events during TCs‘ Lifecycles</th>
<th>TCMDR (mm)</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>No.201334</td>
<td>Haiyan</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>320.4</td>
<td>F-WTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>No.200103</td>
<td>Durian</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>256.2</td>
<td>S-NWTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>No.201523</td>
<td>Muijigae</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>335.5</td>
<td>F-NWTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>No.201418</td>
<td>Kalmagei</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>228.7</td>
<td>F-WTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>No.199312</td>
<td>Tasha</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>324.4</td>
<td>S-NWTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>No.199516</td>
<td>Ted</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>200.3</td>
<td>F-WTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>No.198522</td>
<td>Tess</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>209.3</td>
<td>F-NWTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>No.201410</td>
<td>Rammusun</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>303.6</td>
<td>S-WTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>No.201224</td>
<td>Son Tinh</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>212.3</td>
<td>F-WTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>No.200606</td>
<td>Bilis</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>395.5</td>
<td>S-WTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>No.200816</td>
<td>Hagupit</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>269.2</td>
<td>F-WTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>No.201714</td>
<td>HATO</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>180.2</td>
<td>S-NWTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>No.201914</td>
<td>BAILU</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>147.3</td>
<td>S-ETC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>No.199608</td>
<td>GLORIA</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>222.0</td>
<td>S-ETC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>No.201214</td>
<td>Kai Tak</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>373.3</td>
<td>S-NWTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>No.201003</td>
<td>Chanthu</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>226.4</td>
<td>S-WTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>No.201606</td>
<td>NIDA</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>133.3</td>
<td>S-ETC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>No.201623</td>
<td>SARIKA</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>195.3</td>
<td>F-WTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>No.203009</td>
<td>Imbudo</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>263.6</td>
<td>S-NWTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>No.201121</td>
<td>Nesat</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>231.4</td>
<td>F-WTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>No.201311</td>
<td>Utor</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>194.1</td>
<td>S-NWTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>No.199509</td>
<td>Kent</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>185.5</td>
<td>F-ETC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>No.199319</td>
<td>Becky</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>283.2</td>
<td>F-NWTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>No.198108</td>
<td>Maury</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>509.2</td>
<td>S-ETC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The annual TCER events, as depicted in Figure 3d, are intensely distributed since 1995 with an increasing trend during 1981–2020, which only passes the 90% confidence level with a mean frequency of about 18 events per year. The average TCER intensity is 113.6 mm d$^{-1}$, with the highest intensity (176.9 mm d$^{-1}$) occurring in 1997. However, the trend of TCER intensity is not significant. The monthly variation of TCER frequency presents a unimodal structure, with the highest number of events occurring in July and August, followed by September (Figure 3c). The seasonal distribution of TCER events is imbalanced, with 60.3% and 39.6% of events occurring in the summer and autumn, respectively. Additionally, the occurring seasons in the first 24 TCs (Table 2) also indicates that GX is vulnerable to TCER events in both summer and autumn. Statistics on the number and locations of TCER events with different tracks reveal that TCs with a northward track generate 48.6% of TCER events, and 76.1% among them are in the east side of TC center, whereas only 19.6% of TCER events are induced by TCs with a westward track, which are primarily located in the southeast quadrant (Figure 3e). Furthermore, statistics showed that 40.2% and 26.2% of TCER events occur in the northeast and southeast quadrants, respectively (Figure 3f). This is in line with the findings stated by Li and Zhao (2022) [13] and indicates that TCER events are more likely to occur in the northeast quadrant of the TC center. Nevertheless, the intense TCER events (i.e., >200 mm d$^{-1}$) show a dispersed distribution in terms of location and distance from the TC center, which deserve further study by different categories. Based on these results, the study selects TCER samples from different categories for further analysis in the next section.

3.2. Rainfall Distributions of Four TCER Types in GX and Their Locations Relative to the Main Influencing Factors

As described in Section 3.1, the TCER events in the top 24 TCs (Table 2) can be classified into four types based on the seasons and TC tracks, including S-NWTCs, S-ETCs, F-WTCs, and F-NWTCs, which refer to summer TCs with northwestward and eastward
tracks and fall TCs with westward and northwestward tracks, respectively. Additionally, considering the balance of the cases, each type of TC is selected only for the top five TCs (marked in bold in Table 2), except for F-NWTCs, which only includes four cases in the top 24 individual cases. The spatial distribution of mean accumulated precipitation for S-NWTCs and F-WTCs over their lifetimes are somewhat similar, with the magnitude of precipitation decreasing gradually from the coastal area toward the inland. S-ETCs and F-NWTCs have heavy precipitation centers situated near the coastal areas with a smaller magnitude, especially S-ETCs, whose maximum rainfall is less than 180 mm (Figure 4a–d). Similar distributions appear in the composite results of TC groups on TCMDR days, only with lower values. The dynamic composite precipitation distribution (Figure 4e–h) shows that the intense rainfall of all four types is mainly concentrated within 3° from the center with great asymmetries. The heaviest precipitation center is produced by F-WTCs, and it occurs in the northeast quadrant of the TC center, while S-ETCs produce the lowest maximum rainfall in the southwestern quadrant of the TC center. Both S-NWTCs and F-NWTCs generate rainfall centers in the southeastern quadrant. These differences are more clearly shown in their composite results on the TCMDR day (Figure 4m–p). Additionally, noticeable cyclonically or anticyclonically rotations of rainfall centers can be seen for these four groups with weaker rainfall intensities on the day before TCMDR day (Figure 4i–l) to stronger rainfall intensities on the TCMDR day (Figure 4m–o).

Figure 4. (a–d) Spatial distribution of the mean accumulated precipitation (shaded; units: mm), the average rainfall on the TCMDR day (contours in cyan, magenta, and black representing 50, 100, and 150 mm, respectively), and the average 850 hPa wind field of (a) S-NWTCs, (b) S-ETCs, (c) F-WTCs, and (d) F-NWTCs; (e–h) the dynamic composite accumulated precipitation distribution (shaded; units: mm) relative to the average TC center; (i–l) and (m–p) are the same as (e–h), but for the average precipitation distribution on the day before the TCMDR day and on the TCMDR day, respectively, overlying the averaged 850 hPa wind field on the same day; black and magenta bold arrows represent TC motion and mean VWS, respectively. The mean values of VWS and motion speed are marked in the lower right corner. The tracks of each kind of TCs are shown in (a–d). Vectors with speeds greater than 12 m s⁻¹ are depicted in red.
Furthermore, studies have shown that storm motion and a considerable VWS play important roles in the rainfall asymmetry as the rainfall maximum is placed on the front side relative to the track and the down-shear left or down-shear side relative to VWS [22,29,31,53]. A further study of the locations of rainfall centers relative to VWS and storm motion are also depicted in Figure 4. On the TCMDR day, the heaviest rainfall center for F-WTCs (Figure 4o) is in the front-right side of the motion vector with the weakest moving speed and the down-shear side of a considerable northeastward VWS (>5 m s\(^{-1}\)), while it is to the front-left side with a relatively stronger moving speed and to the down-shear left of the highest VWS for S-ETCs (Figure 4n). The moving speeds of F-WTCs and S-ETCs decrease remarkably on the TCMDR day (Figure 5b) with an average of 3.47 and 3.96 m s\(^{-1}\), respectively, which is conductive to the occurrence of TC-induced heavy rainfall, corresponding to previous studies [1,29]. This indicates that since S-ETCs and F-WTCs have movement speeds less than 4 m s\(^{-1}\), and the associated boundary friction relative to TC movement is less likely to be the main cause of the rainfall, the VWS of both groups may have a greater impact on rainfall enhancement than storm motion [19,21,29,31]. Nevertheless, in both groups with northwestward tracks, the most prominent rainfall is observed in the rear of the motion vector and in the upper-shear left of VWS (Figure 4m,p). As a result, the effects of storm motion and VWS for S-NWTCs and F-NWTCs are not evident in this study.

![Figure 5. Temporal evolutions of (a) the 2-min mean maximum wind speed (units: m s\(^{-1}\)), (b) the speed of movement (blue; units: m s\(^{-1}\)), and (c) VWS for the four TC groups. Grey vertical dash lines indicate the start and end time of the TCMDR day. Grey horizontal dash lines indicate the level of TD intensity (17.2 m s\(^{-1}\)) and TY intensity (32.7 m s\(^{-1}\)). The abscissa represents time relative to the beginning moment of the TCMDR day, and negative (positive) values denote the time before (after) that.](image)

Apart from track factors and VWS, TCs’ intensity also plays an important role in the development of TCER. As illustrated in Figure 4m–p, F-WTCs that produce the heaviest rainfall happen at the stage of a severe tropical storm (STS, 24.5 ≤ maximum wind speed < 32.6 m s\(^{-1}\)), and both groups with northwestward tracks are at the stage of a tropical storm (TS, with 17.2 ≤ maximum wind speed < 24.5 m s\(^{-1}\)), while the S-ETCs group with the weakest rainfall is at the stage of tropical depression (TD, with maximum wind speed < 17.2 m s\(^{-1}\)). Besides, the temporal variations of the S-ETCs are significantly different from that in the other three types during the day before TCMDR to the TCMDR day, and the differences from S-NWTCs and F-WTCs, respectively, are statistically significant at a significant level of 0.01 based on the student’s t-test, implying that heavier TC rainfall in GX is associated with TCs with higher intensity. This positive relationship between TC-induced rainfall and TC intensity has been proven by many studies [28,54]. However, the fact that the gradual dissipation of S-ETCs cluster is also capable of producing strong rainfall demonstrates that there are other factors favorable for the formation of meso-convective systems. Figure 6 further shows the relationship between the positions of heavy rainfall
and the terrain, as well as the average horizontal winds at a level of 850 hPa. On the TCER
day, the average horizontal wind at 850 hPa for the S-ETCs is southwesterly (Figure 6f)
with the weakest wind speed, which transports sufficient moisture at the windward side
of mountains and interacts with the slow-moving TCs due to the blocking effect of high
terrains, contributing to heavier TCER. On the contrary, the average low-level inner-core
circulation of F-WTCs is located along the coastline with the strongest southeasterly winds
in the northeastern quadrant of the TC center, where frequent TCER events are generated
(Figure 6k), suggesting F-WTCs are also triggered by the surface frictional convergence due
to the land–sea contrast and storm motion. But for S-NWTCs and F-NWTCs, an evident
increase in rainfall center in more inland areas is more likely caused by the joint effects of
the surface frictional convergence and the orographic lifting through southwesterly flows,
as TCs move faster with almost 1.5 times the moving speed of F-WTCs.

![Figure 6. Geographical distribution of topography (shaded, units: m), the frequency of TCER events (magenta dots, units: times), and wind fields (vectors, units: m s$^{-1}$) at 850 hPa as well as the tracks (black lines) of (a) S-NWTCs, (b) S-ETCs, (c) F-WTCs, and (d) F-NWTCs (a–d) two days before TCMDR, (e–h) on the day before TCMDR, and (i–l) the TCMDR day, respectively. Vectors with speeds greater than 12 and 16 m s$^{-1}$ are depicted in blue violet and red, respectively.](image)

The results above show that there are great differences in the rainfall location, intensity,
evolutions of maximum precipitation associated with the four clusters in Guangxi.
Therefore, it is important to determine why there are such dramatic discrepancies between
these four groups. The preliminary analysis demonstrates that the rainfall distribution
of F-WTCs is primarily caused by the conjunction effects of VWS, storm motion, and
land–sea contrast. In contrast, the rainfall asymmetry in S-ETCs is mainly attributed to
the effect of VWS with the weakest TC intensity owing to the blocking effect of mountains
in the northeastern GX, and the rainfall asymmetry of S-NWTCs and F-NWTCs are a
result of the combined effects of the atmospheric circulations, topography, and land–sea
friction. Additionally, the magnitudes of S-NWTCs and F-NWTCs are different and require
further investigation.
4. Analysis of the Related Large-Scale Environmental Conditions

4.1. Comparisons of Associated Atmospheric Circulations and Dynamic Conditions

To explore the possible mechanisms responsible for the different TCER characteristics between different groups, we further analyze the evolution of the low-, mid-, and upper-level atmospheric circulations of different groups in GX (Figure 7) with a focused period from two days before the TCMDR to the TCMDR day (referring to the focused period in the following text). In general, a good contrast is found among the environmental circulations of four TC groups at different levels.

![Figure 7](image_url)

**Figure 7.** Geopotential height (contours; units: gpm; values greater than 12,480 gpm are shown with an interval of 20 gpm), wind field (vectors; units: m/s), and corresponding divergence (shaded; units: s\(^{-1}\)) at 200-hPa for (a–c) S-NWTCs, (d–f) S-ETCs, (g–i) F-WTCs, and (j–l) F-NWTCs, respectively, on (a) two days before TCMDR, (b) the day before TCMDR, and (c) the TCMDR day. The magenta boxes indicate the rainfall center on the TCMDR day for each group in Figure 4m–p, respectively. Vectors with speeds greater than 30 and 48 m s\(^{-1}\) are depicted in blue violet and red, respectively. Black and magenta bold arrows represent TC motion and mean VWS, respectively.

At the 200-hPa pressure level (Figure 7), both summer groups, including S-NWTCs and S-ETCs, are under an extremely strong South Asian high (SAH), with its central geopotential height reaching 12,560 gpm. In contrast, the two fall groups, including F-
WTCs and F-NWTCs, are under a remarkably weaker SAH, with the central geopotential height differences reaching 60 gpm compared with those in the summer types. Meanwhile, a noticeable divergence associated with the SAH belt mainly dominates the south of the TC center during the focused period, except for F-WTCs, whose divergence is located to the north. This strong divergence favors the maintenance of TC circulation as well as the growth of the lower-level convective systems below [55], and the location of strong divergence is consistent with the location of intense rainfall for each group (Figure 4). A further comparison is therefore conducted on the vertical structures of the divergence on the zonal vertical cross-section averaged over the rainfall centers (magenta boxes in Figure 7) for these four groups (Figure 8). A decrease of divergence occurs in the upper layers among these three days, which results in the weakening of upward motion accompanied by the decrease of convergence in the lower layers (Figure 8), except for the F-WTCs with an apparent updraft enhancement.

**Figure 8.** Longitude–pressure cross-section of vertical velocity (shading; units: Pa s⁻¹), vertical circulation (vectors; units: m s⁻¹ for horizontal velocity and −10⁻⁶ Pa s⁻¹ for omega), vorticity (black contours at 60, 80, 100, 120·10⁻⁶ s⁻¹), and divergence (green contours at every 20·10⁻⁶ s⁻¹; units: 10⁻⁶ s⁻¹) averaged over magenta boxes in Figure 7 for (a–c) S-NWTCs, (d–f) S-ETCs, (g–i) F-WTCs, and (j–l) F-NWTCs, respectively, on (a) two days before TCMDR, (b) the day before TCMDR, and (c) the TCMDR day, respectively.
On the other hand, the F-WTCs group gradually approaches the south of the southwest jet axis in the upper layers, and its divergence zone is located in the northeast quadrant and to the right of the entrance region of the southwesterly jet in the upper atmospheric layers, which is a favorable area for ageostrophic-induced updrafts [1,56,57] accompanied by strong vorticity in the middle and lower troposphere, as illustrated in Figure 8g–i, contributing to the rainfall enhancement there (Figure 4o). Moreover, the direction of VWS (shown by the lime arrows in Figure 7) shifts from pointing northwest to pointing northeast, and the shear increases considerably from about 2 m s$^{-1}$ to 6 m s$^{-1}$. Therefore, the enhanced upper-level westerly jet for F-WTCs not only increases greatly the ambient VWS but also provides anomalous strengthened updrafts (Figure 8i), which together not only cause heavy rainfall but also tilt largely to the down-shear side under the influence of strong easterly VWS, contributing to the asymmetric distribution of heavy rainfall over the down-shear sector (Figure 4o).

On the contrary, the high-level westerly (easterly) jet stream for the other three groups is far north (south) of the TC, making it impossible for these groups to superimpose with the high-latitude westerly stream (low-latitude easterly stream), and thus the VWS still points toward the southwest. Meanwhile, the VWS of the S-ETCs increases to 9.94 m s$^{-1}$ as this much-weakened TC circulation moves westward toward GX and gradually becomes looser and weaker under the influence of the mountains (Figure 6j). This strengthened VWS tilts the updrafts to the down-shear side and places the intense rainfall in the outer rainbands on the down-shear left. This result is consistent with previous studies [21,55,58] and further demonstrates that for a loosely organized cyclone, even under weakened dynamic conditions, the configuration of a strong VWS and a slow movement can be able to tilt the largely weakened updrafts to the overlapping area of the down-shear-left side and the front side (i.e., east of the TC center), and this results in an asymmetrically intense rainfall on this region.

However, for the S-NWTCs and F-NWTCs, although their TC intensities are also reduced and accompanied by weakened dynamical conditions on the TCMDR day, their weakened dynamical conditions are less skewed on the down-shear side. Moreover, strong wind shears that are in the opposite direction of the storm movement disrupt convection around the center of the TC, which further prohibit the asymmetrical distribution of heavy rainfall on the down-shear left [59]. Thus, S-NWTCs tend to develop a dynamical condition that concentrates on the east side, causing stronger precipitation on the southeast side of the TC center (Figure 4m). This suggests that the landfalling weakened storm with a northwestward track does not collocate well with the environmental systems when there is a lack of upper-level jet and strong updrafts, and thus VWS has a relatively small effect on precipitation distribution.

Atmospheric fields at the 500-hPa level also showed clear differences among these four categories (Figure 9). The four categories of TCs are mainly controlled by the western North Pacific subtropical high (WNPSH), and they move westward and northwestward under the easterly steering airflows (vectors not shown in Figure 9) in the southern periphery of WNPSH during the focused period. The strength of the WNPSH varies among the four TC categories, with the S-NWTCs and F-NWTCs having stronger WNPSH than S-ETCs and F-WTCs (Figure 9). Moreover, F-WTCs are superimposed with a midlatitude trough (Figure 9i) with a larger frontal zone to the right of the TC center in the lower levels (Figure 10i), creating a favorable dynamical environment for asymmetric extreme rainfall over the down-shear left sector because the interaction between the TC and a westerly trough could increase the baroclinic potential energy of TC. This is consistent with the findings of Dong et al. (2010) [1]. Besides, the approaching of a frontal zone further promotes an intrusion of cold air in the lower and middle layers (Figure 10h,i), which is also favorable for lifting the warm air and enhancing the atmospheric instability and release of potential energy (Dong et al., 2010) [1], thereby increasing upward motion near the front, leading to an enhancement of precipitation there. Therefore, one of the key characteristics of F-WTCs is the superimposition of the TC and westerly trough, which combine with the
enhanced upper-level jet, providing favorable dynamic conditions for rainfall intensification. However, the other three groups do not show similar signals for the TC-trough interaction as F-WTCs, but they have a stronger low-level jet channel (Figure 9), which provides sufficient low-level moisture transport (Figure 11), thus contributing to the rainfall enhancement. On the other hand, F-WTCs almost lose their low-level jet due to the withdrawal of the summer monsoon when these TCs landfall and the weakened WNPSH, leading to a substantial difference in moisture transport in the lower troposphere (Figure 11i).

Figure 9. The 500-hPa geopotential height (blue contours; units: gpm; values greater than 5720 gpm are shown with an interval of 20 gpm), the 850-hPa equivalent potential temperature (gray contours at every 5 kelvins; units: kelvin), and 850-hPa horizontal wind (shaded and vectors; units: m s$^{-1}$) for (a–c) S-NWTCs, (d–f) S-ETCs, (g–i) F-WTCs, and (j–l) F-NWTCs, respectively, on (a) two days before TCMDR, (b) the day before TCMDR, and (c) the TCMDR day.
4.2. Comparisons of Associated Thermodynamic Conditions

TCs would typically dissipate rapidly after landfall because of the cut-off of energy supply from ocean-surface evaporation and the effects of land surface friction. Correspondingly, the TC-related precipitation will certainly attenuate as a result of the cut off moisture supply from the ocean, unless TC can continuously obtain moisture to intensify rainfall. Therefore, a further comparison about moisture conditions is demonstrated here.

From the day before TCMDR to the TCMDR day, there exist great moisture fluxes and a long channel of moisture transport (defined as the region where moist flux exceeds $12 \, \text{g hPa}^{-1} \, \text{cm}^{-1} \, \text{s}^{-1}$) from the Bay of Bengal for S-ETCs and S-NWTCs (Figure 11a–f), which are conducive to the sustained moisture influx of the TC, resulting in an increase in the 700-hPa relative humidity (Figure 12a–f) during these three days, especially for S-NWTCs with an average enhancement of more than 10% (Figure 12a–c). In contrast, F-NWTCs and F-WTCs experience a breakdown in the moisture transport channel origi-
nating in the Bay of Bengal and the western North Pacific (WNP), especially for F-WTCs (Figure 11h,i) with the smallest moisture transport fluxes, but still have moisture fluxes around the TC center (Figure 11g–l). The mid-troposphere relative humidity for these two groups (Figure 12g–l) increases dramatically around and to the north of the TC center, where strong water vapor convergence occurs, contributing to the occurrence of heavy rainfall. Besides, the moisture convergence in F-WTCs extends up to 700 hPa on the TCMDR day compared to the previous two days (Figure 13c). Consequently, the rainfall center of F-WTCs is situated exactly at the maximum centers of daily mean moisture fluxes and water vapor convergence, as well as the strengthened mid-troposphere relative humidity (Figures 11g–i and 12g–i), which together create a favorable environmental background and rich moisture supply for the occurrence of the strongest rainfall among these four groups (Figure 4m–p).

Figure 11. The water vapor flux (shading and vectors; units: g cm\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\) hPa\(^{-1}\)) and its corresponding divergence (blue contours; units: 10\(^{-7}\) g cm\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\) hPa\(^{-1}\); only those values less than \(-0.5 \cdot 10^{-7}\) g cm\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\) hPa\(^{-1}\) are plotted with an interval of 2 \(\cdot\) 10\(^{-7}\) g cm\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\) hPa\(^{-1}\)), as well as 850-hPa equivalent potential temperature (black contours; units: Kelvin) for (a–c) S-NWTCs, (d–f) S-ETCs, (g–i) F-WTCs, and (j–l) F-NWTCs, respectively, on (a) two days before TCMDR, (b) the day before TCMDR, and (c) the TCMDR day.
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(Figure 11g–l). The mid-troposphere relative humidity for these two groups (Figure 12g–i) increases dramatically around and to the north of the TC center, where strong water vapor convergence occurs, contributing to the occurrence of heavy rainfall. Besides, the moisture convergence in F-WTCs extends up to 700 hPa on the TCMDR day compared to the previous two days (Figure 13c). Consequently, the rainfall center of F-WTCs is situated exactly at the maximum centers of daily mean moisture fluxes and water vapor convergence, as well as the strengthened mid-troposphere relative humidity (Figures 11g–i and 12g–i), which together create a favorable environmental background and rich moisture supply for the occurrence of the strongest rainfall among these four groups (Figure 4m–p).

Figure 12. The relative humidity (shading; units: %) and water vapor divergence (pink contours; units: $10^{-7}$ g cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ hPa$^{-1}$; only those values less than $-0.5 \cdot 10^{-7}$ g cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ hPa$^{-1}$ are plotted with an interval of $2 \cdot 10^{-7}$ g cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ hPa$^{-1}$), as well as 850-hPa temperature advection (purple contours; units: K d$^{-1}$) for (a–c) S-NWTCs, (d–f) S-ETCs, (g–i) F-WTCs, and (j–l) F-NWTCs, respectively, on (a) two days before TCMDR, (b) the day before TCMDR, and (c) the TCMDR day.

Although S-NWTCs and F-NWTCs also have remarkable moisture fluxes and moisture convergence, the maximum moisture supply and convergence primarily occur to the west and north of the intense rainfall center, resulting in weaker precipitation compared to F-WTCs (Figure 12a–c,j–l). Furthermore, compared to F-NWTCs, the moisture supply in S-NWTCs is maintained for longer periods, the moisture convergence extends upward to a higher level, and the relative humidity is more enhanced (Figure 12a–f), leading to a distinctly heavier rainfall (Figure 4m).
two summer groups have similar patterns of horizontal temperature advection at 850-hPa for four groups shows that the two summer groups have similar patterns of horizontal temperature advection, with the S-NWTCs group has a stronger warm advection located farther east than the S-ETCs group, resulting in noticeably stronger rainfall in its southeastern quadrant (Figure 4m). Notably, heavy precipitation appears to correspond well where the moisture convergence on the TCMDR day is stronger for these four groups compared to the other three groups. Note that the moisture convergence on the TCMDR day is stronger for these four groups than the other two days, which may partly explain why the rainfall on the TCMDR day is heaviest among these three days.

In addition to the large-scale circulations and moisture conditions, ambient temperature and equivalent potential temperature ($\theta_e$) also contribute to intensifying TC-induced precipitation [19, 59]. The distributions of horizontal temperature advection at 850-hPa for four groups shows that the two summer groups have similar patterns of horizontal thermal advection, with the S-NWTCs group has a stronger warm advection located farther east than the S-ETCs group, resulting in noticeably stronger rainfall in its southeastern quadrant (Figure 4m). Notably, heavy precipitation appears to correspond well where the warm advection overlaps with the strong convergence center. Stronger rain shifts from the southwestern quadrant to the southeastern quadrant for S-NWTCs and S-ETCs (Figure 4i, j). In contrast, for the autumn groups, cold advection and warm advection develop over the local area of TC-induced rainfall considerably compared to the other three groups. Note that the moisture convergence on the TCMDR day is stronger for these four groups than the other two days, which may partly explain why the rainfall on the TCMDR day is heaviest among these three days.

On the contrary, S-ETCs have limited moisture fluxes and channels of moisture transport, resulting in a relatively small increase in relative humidity value (Figure 12d–f) over its intense rainfall center. Accordingly, the release of latent heat is much weaker, which is barely enough to maintain the high-level warm core (Figure 13b, defined as the difference between the temperature of each grid on a given layer and the average temperature over the typhoon range on the same layer) that is a result of latent heat release and subsidence heating in the eye area. This weakens TC intensity and further reduces the intensity and area of TC-induced rainfall considerably compared to the other three groups. Note that the moisture convergence on the TCMDR day is stronger for these four groups than the other two days, which may partly explain why the rainfall on the TCMDR day is heaviest among these three days.

Figure 13. Vertical-time diagrams of the maximum temperature anomalies (shaded; units: K) and the water vapor flux (black contours; units: g cm$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ hPa$^{-1}$) and its corresponding divergence (red contours; units: 10$^{-7}$ g cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ hPa$^{-1}$; only those values less than $-0.5 \cdot 10^{-7}$ g cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ hPa$^{-1}$ are plotted with an interval of $2 \cdot 10^{-7}$ g cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ hPa$^{-1}$) averaged over magenta boxes in Figure 7 for (a) S-NWTCs, (b) S-ETCs, (c) F-WTCs, and (d) F-NWTCs. Grey dash lines indicate the start time of the TCMDR day.
western and eastern sides, respectively, with the F-WTCs group experiencing a stronger temperature advection dipole due to the combined effect of dry, cold air intrusion and strong frontogenesis. This enhances the thermal effect on vertical velocity distribution (Figure 9h,i) and can be seen from the vertical profile of both ambient temperature and $\theta_e$ in the F-WTCs group (Figure 10g–i). After a cold air intrusion, the $\theta_e$ increases with heights, indicating somewhat convectively stable conditions in the troposphere, which may be caused by the active convection that neutralizes moist instability (Ninomiya 1980) [60].

For groups without dry, cold air intrusion, the vertical gradient of $\theta_e$—an index for conditional instability—is stronger on the left side than the right side on the day before TCMDR, and this remains almost unchanged for S-ETCs on the TCMDR day due to weaker warm advection and the offset of adiabatic cooling by latent heat release through water vapor condensation. Additionally, the overlapping area between decreasing $\theta_e$ with height and lifting aligns well with the location of heavy rainfall, suggesting a strong conditional instability remains for the occurrence of deep moist convection on that day.

However, for S-NWTCs and F-NWTCs, the strong negative gradient of $\theta_e$ is located on the right side, resulting from favorable convective instability and adiabatic updrafts created by the low-level warm advection with an amplitude of 4 K d$^{-1}$, along with weak cold advections in the middle layers. These factors provide favorable latent heat release from water vapor condensation, which in return increases the convective instability and shifts stronger rain to the southeastern quadrant for S-NWTCs and F-NWTCs, but no such signals are seen in the S-ETCs cases.

From the above analyses, we can thus conclude that the intensity and distribution of rainfall associated with TCs are controlled by a combination of different factors. For westward-moving cases, rainfall centers tend to situate in the southwest quadrant of the TC due to the combined effects of favorable warm and moist southeasterly flow and topographical lifting. For westward-moving TCs in the fall, the rainfall centers tend to situate in the southeast quadrant of the TC as a result of the TC–trough interaction, which provides favorable dynamic and thermal conditions for extreme rainfall. However, for eastward-moving TCs in the summer, rainfall centers tend to situate in the northeast quadrant of the TC, especially when the TC is dissipated. This is attributed by the combined effective coupling of much-weakened TC circulation, VWS, and favorable warm and moist southeasterly flow, as well as topography.

5. Conclusions

This study makes use of the TC best-track dataset, the daily rain gauge data from the China Meteorological Administration, and the ERA5 reanalysis data set to explore the primary climatological features of TCER affecting GX, South China during 1981–2020. The TCER threshold for each single station is defined as the 99th percentile of daily precipitation. This study focuses on the rainfall evolutions of different high-impact TC groups by seasons and tracks, as well as the influence of relevant large-scale factors on the diversities of their rainfall evolutions. The following results are summarized in this study.

The results show that TCER events have a significant group occurrence and exhibit great regional heterogeneities in terms of frequency, intensity, and historical maximum. On average, there are 9.5 TCER events per TC, but only 24 TCs resulted in more than 10 TCER events on their maximum TCER day (namely, TCMDR day). There is also an imbalance in the seasonal distribution of TCER, with 60.3% and 39.6% of the events affecting the summer (whose tracks are to the northwest or east) and autumn (whose tracks are to the northwest or west), respectively. The strong TCER events (i.e., >200 mm d$^{-1}$) show a dispersed distribution both in terms of location and distance to the TC center and deserve further study in separate categories.

High-impact TCs are grouped into four types (S-NWTCs, S-ETCs, F-WTCs, and F-NWTCs) based on their tracks and occurring seasons, exhibiting great differences in rainfall location, intensity, and evolutions. Generally, the mean accumulated precipitation of S-NWTCs and F-WTCs and the rainfall on the TCMDR day decrease gradually from
the coastal area to inland areas, while the intense precipitation centers of S-ETCs and F-NWTCs are located near coastal areas with less precipitation, especially the S-ETCs with the smallest maximum rainfall. Besides, the precipitation patterns show clear asymmetry with a noticeable rotation of the rainfall center for these four groups, with weaker intensities on the day before the TCMDR day to stronger intensities on the TCMDR day. However, the precipitation centers of the westward-moving F-WTCs are mainly located in the northeast quadrant with a range of 0–3° from the TC center, whereas the most prominent rainfall center of S-NWTCs and F-NWTCs is in the southeast quadrant at 1–3° from the center, but the heavy rainfall center produced by S-ETCs is mainly confined in the southwestern quadrant of the cyclone on the TCMDR day.

This study further illustrates a conceptual framework for understanding the major differences in dominant mechanisms for rainfall asymmetry concerning these four groups. As shown in Figure 14c, F-WTCs have the strongest rainfall among these four groups due to their interaction with a midlatitude trough, which leads to an enhanced upper-level westerly jet, a dry, cold air intrusion in the lower and middle layers, and strong frontogenesis, together with the land–sea contrast and local orography, creating favorable dynamical and thermodynamic conditions for upward transportation of water vapor and the longest maintenance of the prevailing high-level warm core, which is in favor of slowing down the declining rate of TC after landfall [61], thus maintaining the TC intensity for a longer period after landfall. The longer duration of F-WTCs allows for a continuous and sufficient supply of water vapor, leading to the occurrence of asymmetric rainfall distribution over the down-shear-left sector with the strongest rainfall among these four groups.

However, the other three groups fail to interact with the mid-latitude westerly trough, cold air intrusion, or the upper-level jet stream due to the stronger SAH and relatively strong WNPSH (Figure 14a,b,d). This leads to a weakening of TC circulation with time and an enhanced VWS, resulting in a rapidly weakening warm core structure, especially the S-ETCs, which prohibits the maintenance of TC intensity. S-ETCs have a larger channel of moisture fluxes in the lower layers in conjunction with a slower movement due to the blocking effect of mountains, thus resulting in a highly moist and unstable environment. This favorable thermodynamic condition together with the favorable topographic lifting and the strongest VWS associated with the much-weakened TC may lead to the rainfall enhancement of S-ETCs over the down-shear-left region.

Figure 14. Schematic diagram showing the influencing factors on the rainfall diversities associated with (a) S-NWTCs, (b) S-NWTCs, (c) F-WTCs, and (d) F-NWTCs over GX.
S-NWTCs and F-NWTCs (Figure 14a,d) differ from S-ETCs in that the upward transportation of moisture and moisture convergence is stronger due to the stronger TC circulation in conjunction with convergence induced by land–sea friction and topographical lifting, which together are favorable for the release of latent heat through moisture condensation, increasing the convective instability and promoting the long-term maintenance of the warm core structure. Accompanied by a strong VWS and fast-moving track, the rainfall occurs in the overlapping area of horizontal warm advection and strong convergence as well as updrafts. S-NWTCs (Figure 14a) generate heavier rainfall due to a stronger low-level southwesterly jet and more sufficient water vapor supply compared with F-NWTCs (Figure 14d).

According to these analyses, there are different forecasting considerations for TCER events with different tracks over different seasons. For the westward type in the autumn, forecasters should carefully examine whether the TC will interact with the westerly trough, cold air intrusion, and upper-level jets, and consider the maintenance of the moisture supply and the underlining terrain. For the eastward type in the summer, they should pay more attention to the effects of TC circulation, VWS, and a monsoon surge, as well as the topographic impact. For the northwestward type, they should pay more attention to a monsoon surge as well as the topographic impact. Nevertheless, further analysis should be performed to quantify the relative contributions of these factors and to build a forecast model by using machine learning methods to forecast TCER events.
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